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Abstract. Knowledge Graphs (KG) are becoming essential to organize,
represent and store the world’s knowledge, but they still rely heavily
on humanly-curated structured data. Information Extraction (IE) tasks,
like disambiguating entities and relations from unstructured text, are
key to automate KG population. However, Natural Language Processing (NLP) methods alone can not guarantee the validity of the facts
extracted and may introduce erroneous information into the KG. This
work presents an end-to-end system that combines Semantic Knowledge
and Validation techniques with NLP methods, to provide KG population
of novel facts from clustered news events. The contributions of this paper
are two-fold: First, we present a novel method for including entity-type
knowledge into a Relation Extraction model, improving F1-Score over
the baseline with TACRED and TypeRE datasets. Second, we increase
the precision by adding data validation on top of the Relation Extraction
method. These two contributions are combined in an industrial pipeline
for automatic KG population over aggregated news, demonstrating increased data validity when performing online learning from unstructured
web data. Finally, the TypeRE and AggregatedNewsRE datasets build
to benchmark these results are also published to foster future research
in this field.
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Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KG) play a crucial role for developing many intelligent industrial applications, like search, question answering or recommendation systems. However, most of KG are incomplete and need continuous enrichment
and data curation in order to keep up-to-date with world’s dynamics. Automatically detecting, structuring and augmenting a KG with new facts from text
is therefore essential for constructing and maintaining KGs. This is the task of
Knowledge Graph Population, which usually encompasses two main Information
Extraction (IE) sub-tasks: (1) Named Entity Recognition and Disambiguation
(NERD) [16, 29], consisting on identifying entities from a KG in unstructured
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Fig. 1. Example of graph constructed from sentences from aggregated news articles.

texts; and (2) Relation Extraction [13, 39], which seeks to extract semantic relations between the detected entities in the text. Over the last years, the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community has accomplished great advances
regarding these IE tasks [3,28]. However, the information extracted by these systems is imperfect, and may compromise KGs data veracity and integrity when
performing a population task. On the other hand, the Semantic Web community has provided semantic technologies to express how the world is structured.
For example, ontology languages like OWL3 represent complex knowledge and
relations between things, and constraint mechanisms like SHACL4 specify rules
and can detect data constraints violations. When building ontology-driven IE
systems, these semantic techniques can be applied to asses data veracity and
detect false positives before adding erroneous information into the KG.
In this work, we explore opportunities in the intersection between NLP and
Semantic technologies, and demonstrate how combining both modalities can provide improved data quality. Semantic technologies are applied both at subsystem
level (by introducing entity-type knowledge in a relation extraction model), as
well as at system level (by adding data validation techniques to an end-to-end
KG population system from clustered news events).
We propose a novel KG population approach, which learns over aggregated
news articles to keep up to date an industrial KG based on mass media. Aggregated news are clusters of news articles describing the same story. While
web-based news aggregators such as Google News or Yahoo! News present these
events with headlines and short descriptions, we aim towards presenting this
information as relational facts that can facilitate relational queries. As shown
in Fig.1, the system ingests unstructured text from these news stories as input
3
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and produces an RDF5 graph as output. We propose learning from aggregated
news as a more reliable way to learn from unstructured web data than from
free crawled data. This approach also achieves triple redundancy, which is later
exploited by the validation techniques.
The contributions of this work can be summarized as: a) A method to introduce entity-type knowledge into a deep relation extraction model, which shows
strong performance on TACRED [1, 40] benchmark and on TypeRE6 , a new relation extraction dataset presented in this work. b) The addition of a validation
module into an automatic KG population system, which exploits the context and
redundancy from aggregated news. We show how this validation highly increases
overall data quality on the new AggregatedNewsRE7 dataset presented.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. In Section
3, we provide an overview of the aforementioned automatic KG population system. Section 4 describes the approaches taken to add entity-types knowledge on
the relation extraction model. In Section 5 we explain the validation techniques
added to the system in order to provide increased accuracy in automatic KG
population from aggregated news. Experimental evaluation and datasets made
public are described in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 includes conclusions and
future work.

2

Related Work

In this work, we present an end-to-end system which automatically populates a
KG using unstructured text from aggregated news. To implement this system, we
study how to exploit semantic knowledge to improve data quality, in conjunction
with a relation extraction model. Following our contributions, in this section we
will overview literature on automatic KG population (2.1), relation extraction
(2.2), and data validation (2.3).
2.1

Automatic KG Population

Information Extraction (IE) fills the gap between machine understandable languages (e.g. RDF, OWL), used by Semantic Web technologies, and natural language (NL), used by humans [27]. Literature differentiates between two main IE
approaches: (1) Open IE, when extraction is not constrained to any ontology,
e.g. Reverb [7], OLLIE [28] or PRISMATIC [8]; and (2) Closed IE, when extraction is constrained to a fixed ontology or schema, e.g. NELL [22] or Knowledge
Vault [6]. Our system is similar to methods from the second group, which extract facts in the form of disambiguated triples. However, all mentioned methods
learn from web crawling, while our system performs population from aggregated
news. Similar approaches are taken by event-encoding systems, like ICEWS8
5
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and GDELT9 . These systems extract international political incidents from news
media and update their knowledge graphs online, making them applicable to
real-time conflict analysis. Other news-based systems are: RDFLiveNews [12],
which extracts triples from unstructured news streams and maps the relations
found to DBPedia properties; and VLX-Stories [10], which, like our system,
performs automatic population from aggregated news, but focus on detecting
emerging entities, instead of new triples.
2.2

Relation Extraction

One of the main tasks when populating a KG is relation extraction, which consists on extracting semantic relationships from text. Closed IE approaches treat
this task as a classification problem: given a pair of entities co-occurring in a text
segment, we want to classify its relation into one of the predefined relation types.
Recent improvements in pre-trained language models (LM), like BERT [5], have
established a new trend when solving this task. R-BERT [36] presents an architecture that uses markers to indicate entity spans in the input and incorporates a
neural architecture on top of BERT to add information from the target entities.
A similar input configuration is presented in Soares et al. [30], by using Entity
Markers. Moreover, they test different output configurations and obtain state-ofthe-art results when training with Matching the Blanks (MTB) method. Inspired
by these previous works, SpanBERT [17] has been proposed as an extension of
BERT that uses a pre-training configuration which masks spans instead of tokens. Other works like ERNIE [41], KG-BERT [37] or KnowBert [24] propose
enhanced language representations by incorporating external knowledge from
KGs.
2.3

RDF Validation

When constructing a KG, its data is only valuable if it is accurate and without contradictions. Requirements for evaluating data quality may differ across
communities, fields, and applications, but nearly all systems require some form
of data validation. Following this approach, different works analyzed the consequences of errors in KGs and established recommendations [15, 32]. The detection of inconsistencies and errors in public KGs has also become the subject
of various studies during the past years. Many works analyzed errors in public
semantic resources like DBPedia and Wikidata, and proposed automatic methods to detect them [31, 33]. There are different RDF validation languages to
define these constraints, but shape approaches like ShEx [11], SHACL [18] and
ReSh [26] are the ones receiving the greatest community support and advanced
features [32]. In particular, SHACL (Shapes Constraint Language), has become
the latest standard and the W3C recommended system for validation of RDF
graphs. Following these recommendations and to maintain a high level of data
integrity in our KG, in this work we will describe the integration of a SHACL
validation module into our KG population system.
9
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Fig. 2. KG Population framework. The system ingests unstructured text from aggregated news and extracts an RDF graph of valid triples. It is composed by three modules: Named Entity Recognition and Disambiguation (NERD), Relation Extraction
(RE) and a Triple Validator.

3

System Overview

This section describes the proposed end-to-end KG population framework, displayed in Fig.2. The system transforms unstructured text from aggregated news
articles to a structured knowledge representation. The architecture is composed
by a KG and three main processing components: 1) Named Entity Recognition
and Disambiguation (NERD), 2) Relation Extraction (RE), and 3) Validator.
The input of the system are aggregated news. In this work, we understand as
aggregated news a set of clustered articles that discuss the same event or story.
These clusters are created by VLX-Stories [10] news aggregator. This external
system provides unified text consisting on the aggregated articles.
The KG integrated into the current population system is the Vilynx’s10
Knowledge Graph (VLX-KG) [9, 10]. This KG contains encyclopedic knowledge,
as it is constructed by merging different public knowledge resources: Freebase [2],
Wikidata [35] and Wikipedia11 . Its schema is inspired by Wikidata, and consists
on 160 entity-types with 21 root-types, and 126 different relations. It also provides multilingual alias for over 3M entities, and 9M relations between entities.
In the presented system, VLX-KG is used to disambiguate entities in the NERD
module, define the possible relations to extract in the relation extractor and the
SHACL constrains used in the validator.
The NERD module splits the input text, coming from the news aggregator,
in sentences and detects KG entities appearing in these sentences. The output
of this module are sentences with annotated entities. In this work we are using
Vilynx’s NERD, which combines Spacy’s12 library and models for Name Entity
Recognition (NER) and Part of Speech Tagging (POST), with an Entity Disambiguation algorithm based ino our previous work, ViTS [9]. However, any NERD
system could be adapted for this task.
The sentences with annotated entities are processed in the relation extraction module. First, sentences with at least two entities are selected to produce
10
11
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candidate facts, which consist of tokenized sentences with annotated pairs of
entities. For each pair of entities two candidate facts are constructed in order
to consider both relational directions. Then, a deep relation extraction model
processes the candidate facts and extracts the expressed relation or the absence
of relation. Technical solutions proposed for this model are further discussed
in Section 4. The extracted relations are expressed as RDF triples of the form
hsubject, predicate, objecti, and interconnected into an RDF graph.
Finally, the extracted RDF graph is validated with our SHACL constraints,
in the Validator module. During validation, we enhance results thanks to the
redundancy and contextual information from aggregated news. In Section 5 we
give a detailed description of the constraints applied and the validation process.
The output of this module and the whole pipeline is an RDF graph of valid
triples.

4

Relation Extraction

Relation extraction is the task of predicting the relations or properties expressed
between two entities, directly from the text. Semantics define different types of
entities and how these may relate to each other. Previous works [4, 25] have already shown that entity-type information is useful for constraining the possible
categories of a relation. For instance, family-related relations like Parents or Siblings can only occur between entities of type Person, while Residence relation
must occur between entities of type Person and a Location. Recent advances in
NLP have shown strong improvements on relation extraction when using deep
models, specially deep transformers [34]. In this section, we explore different input configurations for adding entity-type information when predicting relations
with BERT [5], a pre-trained deep transformer model which is currently giving
state-of-the-art results when adapted for relation extraction. The remainder of
the section starts by defining the relation extraction task (4.1). Later we introduce Type Markers (4.2), our novel proposal to encode the root type of the
entities. We finish the section by presenting the different input model configurations proposed to add Type Markers (4.3).
4.1

Task definition

In the relation extraction task we want to learn mappings from candidate facts
to relation types r ∈ R, where R is a fixed dictionary of relation types. We add
the no-relation category, to denote lack of relation between the entities in the
candidate fact. In our particular implementation, a candidate fact (x, e1 , e2 ) is
composed by a set of tokens x = [x0 ...xn ] from a sentence s, with a pair of
entity mentions located at e1 = (i, j) and e2 = (k, l), being pairs of integers
such that 0 < i ≤ j, j < n, k ≤ l and l < n. Start and end markers, x0 = [CLS]
and xn = [SEP ] respectively, are added to indicate the beginning and end of
the sentence tokens. Our goal is, thus, to learn a function r = f (x, e1 , e2 ) that
maps the candidate fact to the relation type expressed in x between the entities
marked by e1 and e2 .
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Fig. 4. Type Markers only

Fig. 5. Entity and Type Markers

4.2

Introducing Type Markers

In this work, we present the novel concept of Type Markers, to add entity-type
background knowledge into the relation extraction model. This markers are special tokens representing the root type of an entity, e.g. [PERSON], [LOCATION],
[ORGANIZATION], [WORK], etc. These new tokens are added into BERT embeddings, and its representation will be learned when fine-tuning our model. For
each entity in a candidate fact, its type can be extracted from the KG. However, as KG are often incomplete, type information may be missing for some
entities. In this case, the entity-type extracted by a Named Entity Recognition
(NER) [20, 23] system can be used. In the next section we propose two methods
to include this tokens into the model input.
4.3

Models

This subsection presents different input configurations for the relation extraction
model. Following the work from Soares et al. [30], we will take BERT [5] pretrained model and adapt it to solve our relation extraction task. On top of
BERT we add a Softmax classifier, which will predict the relation type (r). As
baseline for comparison we use Soares et al. [30] configuration of BERT with
Entity Markers. We will start by briefly overviewing their method, and continue
with our two configurations proposed to add Type Markers.
Entity Markers (Baseline): As stated in 4.1, candidate facts (x, e1 , e2 ) contain a sequence of tokens from a sentence x and the entities span e1 and e2 .
Entity Markers are used to identify this entity span in the sentence. They are
four special tokens [E1start ], [E1end ], [E2start ] and [E2end ] that are placed at
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the beginning and end of each of the entities, i.e.:
x̂ = [x0 . . . [E1start ]xi . . . xj [E1end ] . . . [E2start ]xk . . . xl [E2end ] . . . xn ]
this token sequence (x̂) is fed into BERT instead of x. Fig.3 displays the described
input configuration.
Type Markers only: A first solution to introduce Type Markers into the
system is replacing the whole entity mention with the Type Marker. In this new
configuration, there is no need to indicate the entity span. However, we still need
to indicate which entity is performing as subject or object, because relations are
directed. Thus, an Entity Marker for each entity is still needed: [E1], [E2]. Fig.
4 displays the model configuration, we use [T ypeem ] to refer to each entity Type
Marker. The modified x which will be fed into BERT looks like:
x̂ = [x0 . . . [E1][T ypee1 ] . . . [E2][T ypee2 ] . . . xn ]
Entity and Type Markers: Finally we propose a combination of both previous models. It consists on adding Type Marker tokens without removing entity
mentions nor any Entity Marker. The resulting input x̂, displayed in Fig.5, is:
x̂ = [x0 . . . [E1start ][T ypee1 ]xi . . . xj [E1end ] . . . [E2start ][T ypee2 ]xk . . . xl [E2end ] . . . xn ]

This model keeps the whole contextual information from the entity mentions,
while adding the semantic types of the entities.

5

Triple Validation within Aggregated News

When building KGs from unstructured or semi-structured data, information extracted is specially vulnerable to quality issues [19]. To enhance extracted triples
quality, we propose KG population on aggregated news over free crawled data,
and a validation method that exploits this information. On one hand, the fact
that articles come from verified sources and have been clustered on news story
events, increases the trustfulness of the text and ensures that the content from
which we learn is relevant. On the other hand, the aggregated articles talk about
the same agents and events, adding redundancy and context to the predictions.
In the example from Fig.1, we can see how many of the sentences in the input text
are expressing the same relations, e.g. sentences “Microsoft announced that its
co-founder, Bill Gates..”, “Microsoft’s billionaire co-founder, Bill Gates...”, and
“Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates said...” can all be synthesized with the triple
hMicrosoft, FoundedBy, Bill Gatesi. The validation system takes advantage of
this redundancy, as well as other extracted triples, to detect contradicting information while verifying against our ontology and the KG.
In this section we overview the SHACL constraints applied in our system (5.1)
and describe the validation module methodology (5.2) to exploit aggregated news
context and redundancy.
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5.1 Constraints Overview
We divided the validation rules applied in two main groups: type constraints,
where validation is based on rules from the pre-defined ontology concerning the
entity-types a relation can connect; and data constraints, where validation relies
on data from other triples in the KG.
Type Constraints: When defining an ontology, domain and ranges are associated to the different kinds of relations. These properties describe if a relation
can link a subject to an object, based on its associated type classes. The domain
defines the types of entities which can have certain property, while the range defines the entity types which can work as an object. Domain and range properties
also apply to types sub-classes defined in the ontology hierarchy. As an example,
if the relation “FoundedBy” is applied from a root domain “Organization” to a
root range “Person”, this means entities with types or sub-types of this domain
and range can be linked by this property. However, if we restrict the relation
“MemberOfSportsTeam” to the domain “sportsPerson” and range “sportOrganization”, only the entities with these sub-types will be linked by this relation.
For all relations in our ontology we defined their respective domains and ranges,
which will be used for validation.
Notice that when applying this rule we will discard false positives, but if
we are missing entity-types relations in the KG, we will also discard some true
positives. For example, we may know some entity is type “Person”, but if we do
not have the association of this entity with the sub-type “Politician”, we will
discard triples of this entity involving the relation “MemberOfPoliticalPary” or
“HeadOfGovernment”. While this will cause a decrease in recall, it is also an
indicator of missing entity-type relations that should be populated. Nevertheless,
this problem is currently not analyzed, and in this work these triples will be
discarded.
Data Constraints: We define two kinds of data constraints: cardinality and
disjoint. Cardinality constrains refer to the number of times a property can
be assigned to an entity of a given domain. For example, an entity of type
“Person” can have at most one “BirthDate”. This constraint can also be applied
considering time range statements, to guarantee e.g. that a country does not have
two presidents at the same time. Disjoint rules guarantee that entities have to
be disassociated for a set of properties. For example, if two entities are known to
be related as Siblings, they can not be associated as Parent or Child. We apply
this kind of restriction to relations concerning the Person domain in connection
to family relation properties like Parent, Child, Sibling and Partner. Moreover,
we consider inverse predicates when applying these constraints.
5.2

RDF Graph Validation Methodology

In this sub-section we are describing the validation preformed to an RDF graph
extracted from an aggregated news content. We will start describing the nomenclature used, and continue with the algorithm.
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An RDF graph G is constructed by a finite set of triples t = [t0 , ..., tn ], where
0 ≤ n. Triples are of the form (s, p, o), where s is the subject, p the predicate
and o the object. s and o are the nodes elements in the graph G, and p the edge.
Particularly, given a set of RDF triples tAN , extracted from an aggregated news
(AN) content, and composing an RDF graph GAN , our triple validator follows
the next methodology:

Algorithm 1 Triple validation algorithm
1: Repeated triples in GAN are merged in a graph of unique triples ĜAN , where
ĜAN ≤ GAN .
2: The occurrence count for each unique triple is stored in a counter c = [ct̂0 , ..., ct̂m ],
where ct̂j is an integer ≥ 1 with the number of occurrences of a unique triple t̂j .
3: A second graph (GKG ) is constructed with all KG triples from entities appearing
in the same aggregated news content.
4: ĜAN is extended with GKG , being G = ĜAN ∩ GKG .
5: SHACL constraints are applied to G.
6: The SHACL validator outputs a set of a valid triple tv , invalid triples by type
tit and a list of alternative sets of incompatible triples by data constraints Td =
[td1 , ..., tdk ] where each set tdl is composed by a valid triple tvd followed by the
triple that would be incompatible with the previous one tid .
7: if triples are invalidated by type constraints (tit ) then
8:
Discard triple
9: end if
10: for each set of incompatible triples by data constraints (tdl ) do
11:
if triple tvdl ∈ GKG then
12:
Correct Set. The invalid triple (tidl ) in the set is discarded.
13:
else
14:
if ct̂vd > ct̂id + α, (being α ∈ R and α ≥ 0), then
l
l
15:
Correct Set. Discard invalid triple tidl .
16:
else
17:
Incorrect Set. Discard all triples in tdl
18:
end if
19:
end if
20: end for
21: Final output consists in an RDF graph of valid and unique triples extracted from
the aggregated news content, ĜANv

6

Experiments

The presented contributions for relation extraction and validation have been
tested in an experimental set up. In this section we provide description and
analytical results on these experiments. First, we compare the different configurations proposed for the relation extraction module (6.1). Second, we evaluate
the validation step, and how working with aggregated news helps this validation (6.2). Finally, we present representative metrics from the automatic KG
population system (6.3).
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Relation Extraction

The different variations of the relation extraction model, presented in Section
4 have been compared considering two datasets: the well known TACRED [39]
dataset, and the new TypeRE dataset introduced in this work.
Datasets: TACRED is used with the purpose of comparing our system with
other works. This dataset provides entity spans and relation category annotations for 106k sentences. Moreover, entity-types annotations for the subject and
object entities are included. There are 41 different relation categories, plus the
no-relation label, and 17 entity-types.
In this work we present the TypeRE dataset. This dataset is aligned with our
ontology to be able to integrate the relation extraction model into our KG population system. As manually annotating a whole corpus is an expensive task, we
generated the new dataset by aligning three public relation extraction datasets
with our ontology. The datasets used are: Wiki80 [14], KBP37 [38] and KnowledgeNet13 [21]. The entities from all three datasets were disambiguated to Freebase [2] identifiers. For Wiki80 and KnowledgeNet datasets, Wikidata identifiers
are already provided, so the linking was solved mapping identifiers. For KBP37
we disambiguated the annotated entities to Freebase ids using Vilynx’s NERD
system [9], as no identifiers are provided. For the three datasets, when an entity
could not be disambiguated or mapped to a Freebase identifier, the whole sentence was discarded. For each entity, its root type is also added into the dataset.
The included types are: “Person”, “Location”, “Organization”, “Work ”, “Occupation” and “Sport”. Sentences with entities with not known types were discarded. Regarding relations, we manually aligned relational categories from the
datasets to our ontology relations. In order to make sure external dataset relations are correctly matched to ours, we validated that all triples in the dataset
had valid root domain and range given the relation, and discarded the sentences
otherwise. Sentences from relations not matching our ontology and from relations
with less than 100 annotated sentences, were discarded.
The dataset metrics are presented in Table 1, in comparison with the origin
datasets. Type-RE is composed by 30.923 sentences expressing 27 different relations, plus the no-relation label, being a 73.73% of the total data from Wiki80,
19.85% from KBP37 and 6.42% from KnowledgeNet. The partition between
train, develop and test sets was made in order to preserve an 80-10-10% split for
each category.
Results: In this section we compare the proposed input configurations to combine Type Markers (TM) and Entity Markers (EM), against the baseline model,
BERTEM [30]. For all variants, we performed fine-tuning from BERTBASE model.
Fine-tuning was configured with the next hyper-parameters: 10 epochs, a learning rate of 3e-5 with Adam, and a batch size of 64.
13
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Table 1. Relation extraction datasets metrics comparison. For each dataset we display
the total number of sentences (Total), the number of sentences in each partition (Train,
Dev and Test), the number of relational categories, and the number of unique entities
labeled.
Dataset #Total #Train #Dev #Test #Relations #Entities
TypeRE 30.923
KnowledgeNet [21] 13.000
Wiki80 [14] 56.000

24.729
10.895
50.400

3.095
2.105
5.600

3.099
-

27
15
80

29.730
3.912
72.954

KBP37 [38] 20.832

15.765

3.364

1.703

37

-

Table 2. Test performance on the TACRED relation extraction benchmark.
Dev
ERNIE [41]
SpanBERT [17]

Test

P

R

F1

-

-

-

P

R

F1

69.9 66.1 67.9
- 68.1

BERTEM [30] 65.8 68.4 67.1 67.8 65.3 65.5
BERTTM
66.3 71.0 68.6 67.8 69.4 68.5
BERTEM+TM 69.6 69.0 69.3 70.3 67.3 68.8

Table 2 presents the performance on the TACRED dataset. Our configuration combining Entity and Type Markers, BERTEM+TM , exceeds the baseline
(BERTEM ) by a 3.3% F1 and BERTTM exceeds it by a 3% F1, on the test set.
The two proposed implementations also obtain better F1 score than ERNIE [41]
and SpanBERT [17], when trained with base model. Some works [17, 30] have
reported higher F1 scores with a larger BERTLARGE language model. The very
high computational requirements of this model prevented us from providing results with them. However, published results [30] on our baseline configuration
(BERTEM ) show promising possibilities to beat state-of-the-art when training
our proposed models on BERTLARGE .
Table 3 shows performance for the three input configurations on the TypeRE
dataset. Our proposed configuration, BERTEM+TM , achieves the best scores of
the three configurations with a 2.2% F1 improvement over the baseline. However,
BERTTM decreases overall performance in comparison to the baseline, while for
the TACRED dataset it performed better. We believe this difference is because
the granularity on the types given in TACRED (17 types) is higher than in
TypeRE (6 types). This increased detail on types taxonomy helps on a better
representation an thus improved classification.
Regarding individual relations evaluation, we observed type information helps
improving detection of relations with less training samples, as it helps generalization: e.g. ”PER:StateOrProvinceOfDeath” and ”ORG:numberOfEmployees”,
some of the relations with less data samples in the TACRED dataset, improve
the F1-score by a 32% and 13% correspondingly when using BERTEM+TM .
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Table 3. Test performance on the TypeRE relation extraction benchmark.
Dev
P

R

Test

F1 Acc

P

R

F1 Acc

BERTEM [30] 84.3 86.9 85.6 90.9 87.0 88.3 87.6 92.1
BERTTM 80.4 86.6 83.4 89.1 81.5 88.5 84.8 89.7
BERTEM+TM 88.4 87.0 87.7 93.2 90.2 89.5 89.9 93.7

Table 4. Metrics of the AggregatedNewsRE dataset.
Dataset #Total #Relations #Entities #Aggregated News
AggregatedNewsRE 400
17
91
11

6.2

Triple Validation within Aggregated News

The effects of each step from the validation algorithm presented in Section 5 are
analyzed in this subsection. We want to see the capabilities of this module to
detect erroneous triples and evaluate validation in the aggregated news context.

Datasets: We generated a manually annotated corpus of candidate facts extracted from aggregated news collected by our system, which we call AggregatedNewsRE. This dataset is used to evaluate the contribution of the presented
validation module and analyze the applied constraints. Sentences from aggregated news were annotated by our NERD module, and candidate facts were
constructed for each sentence where entity pairs were identified. After this preprocessing, the relations in this candidate facts were manually annotated by
one expert annotator. The resulting dataset contains a total of 11 aggregated
news stories and 400 candidate facts. Diverse topics were selected for these news,
in order to cover different kinds of relations. The final aggregated news corpus
includes 17 from the 27 relations in the TypeRE dataset. Table 4 shows the
AggregatedNewsRE dataset metrics.

Table 5. Comparison on the validation contribution when using contextual information
of all RDF graph extracted from aggregated news (AN). We compare the output from
the RE model (Base), type constraints (Type), all constraints validated against our
KG (Type+Data) , and all constraints validated against the KG and the triples in the
RDF graph extracted from the aggregated news (Type+Data in AN).

Base
Type
Type+Data
Type+Data in AN

P
54.5
60.0
62.8
70.1

R
85.5
85.1
85.1
81.7

F1
66.6
70.4
72.3
75.5

Acc
62.3
67.6
70.0
75.0
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Results: We extract triples for all the candidate facts in the AggregatedNewsRE
dataset, using the previously trained relation extraction model, BERTEM+TM .
On top of these results we perform three different levels of validation, that we
analyzed. Results are presented in Table 5. Notice the performance on the base
result is low in comparison to scores presented in Table 3. This is because the
sentences in the TypeRE dataset, used to train the model, are from Wikipedia
articles, while sentences in AggregatedNewsRE dataset are from news articles,
where language expressions follow a different distribution.
Our experiments compare different levels of validations. First, we apply Type
Constraints, which discarded 35 triples and improved precision by a 5.5%. Second, we test the validation of each individual triple using the SHACL constraints.
This applies both Type and Data Constraints, and discards a total of 50 triples,
increasing precision an 8.3%. Finally, we validate the RDF graph extracted for
each group of aggregated news. This last validations uses the redundant information from the aggregated news, discarding a total of 95 triples and improving
precision by a 15.6%, with respect to the baseline. For this last experiment, α was
set to 2. As can be seen, the main effect of validation is an increase in precision,
thanks to the detection of false positives. As expected, recall is lowered down
by the Type Constraint due to incomplete entity-type information. When the
validation process uses all aggregated news RDF graph, some true positives are
discarded due to contradictions between extracted triples. Nevertheless, notice
that only a 3.8% of recall is lost, while accuracy increases 12.7%.
6.3

Automatic KG Population System Analytics

Finally, we study the quantity and quality of the generated triples on the online
KG population system under study. We analyze triples extracted from 171 aggregated news, collected during a period of time of 24h. From these news stories
706 triples have been obtained, setting an average of 4.12 triples/content. However, if we aggregate repeated triples extracted from the same content, we have
a total of 447 triples. These values show high redundancy on these data.
The final population system not only validates triples with SHACL constraints, but also filters out triples with a prediction confidence lower than
α=0.85. This threshold has been chosen to prioritize precision over recall in
order to boost data quality. From the 447 triples extracted, 29.98% are valid,
while 70.02% are invalid. Among the invalid triples, 56.23% were discarded by
the confidence threshold, 35.46% because of type constraints, and 3.68% for data
constraints. From the remaining 134 valid triples: 72.5% are new. We manually
evaluated these new triples and stated that an 88.6% of them are correct.

7

Conclusions

This paper studies opportunities for enhancing the quality of an automatic KG
population system by combining IE techniques with Semantics. We present a
novel framework, which automatically extracts novel facts from aggregated news
articles. This system is composed by a NERL module, followed by a relation
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extractor and a SHACL validator. The contributions presented in this paper are
focused on the relation extraction and validation parts.
The relation extractor model proposed improves performance with respect to
the baseline, by adding entity-types knowledge. To introduce types information,
we have presented Type Markers and proposed two novel input configurations
to add these markers when fine-tuning BERT. The proposed models have been
tested with the widely known relation extraction benchmark, TACRED, and the
new TypeRE dataset, presented and released in this work. For both datasets,
our models outperform the baseline and show strong performance in comparison
to other state-of-the-art models.
On top of the relation extraction we have built a SHACL validator module
that ensures coherence and data integrity to the output RDF graph. This module
enforces restrictions on relations to maintain a high level of overall data quality.
The novelty in this module resides in exploiting context and redundancy from
the whole RDF graph extracted from aggregated news. Finally, we provided
metrics on the system performance and shown how this validation is capable to
discard almost all erroneous triples.
As future work, we plan to study novel relation extraction architectures which
integrate KG information into the language model representation, inspired by
[24]. Other future works include extending the KG population framework by
adding a co-reference resolution module and analyzing triples invalidated by
type to infer missing entity-types automatically.
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